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Graduate Has 22,000 Air Hours
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An announcement during chapel
in 1935 led W . B. Bails to a career
in flying. Bails is a native of Charleston. He has been a pil.ot for Panlmerican since 1939.
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W. B. Boils:
Veteran Of
22,000 Hours
In The Air

Capt. Bails, a Charleston native, started his long career in
the air with the Navy in prewar days. Following a hitch
with squadrons attached to the
carriers Ranger and Yorktown,
Bails threw in his lot with PanAmerican. D u r i n g his years
with Pan-Am, Bails has seen
airspeed progress from 95 miles
per hour to 600 mph.

PAGE TWO

One summer morning in 1935 a
g man was sitting in a chapel
bly at Eastern when an ancement was made. That ancement took William B. Bails
ay from "thy walls and towers"
put him in the air.
And now, 30 years and 22,000
ght hours later, he's still there.
In the course of that chapel, Bill
· learned that the Navy bad inited a four-year Naval Aviation
et[_program for training its ree llying officers. Candidates were
ing interviewed in St. Louis.
What happened next is described

Bails:
"Since I had long been interested
llviation but with very dim prosof breaking into the field, I
ped at this opportnnity and was
pted."
fore "jumping," Bails, a native
9>arleston, spent 16 years on
em's campus-from first grade
gh graduation in 1935. From
2 to 1935, Bails recalls he was
11.lharge of the textbook library, unthe supervision of Miss Ruth
n and Raymond Gregg, business
agers. He was picking up some
work during the summer of
and thus heard that all-importlbnouncement.
Bill's first flying came at Pensawhere he received his Navy
s. He then drove a Model A
to San Diego where he joined
ting Squadron Three attached
the tJSS Ranger, the first aircraft
'er clesigned and built as such
the Navy. In the spring of 1937
t<Juadron was transferred to Norand the USS Yorktown.
Bails flew biplane Grumman fightoff the decks of both these carIn the fall of 1937 came two majevents. Bill married Miss Susie
'pps, '34, and his squadron partited in the Cleveland Air Races.
Bails' four-year Navy hitch ended
1939, just as England declared
on Germany.
All airlines were searching desperately for pilots at the time. Bails dedded to go with Pan American Airways, primarily ''because of its pio_.mg position in international avia-

.

"

During the 26 dynamic years that
wed, Bill saw the airspeed of
Pan Am aircraft run the gamut

through the Sikorsky S-40's 95 miles
per hour to the near 600 miles per
hour of "our wonderful Boeing 707
jets."
Other planes flown by Bails between these two extremes, and their
speeds, include the Boeing 314 flying
boat, 160 MPH; the DC-4, 230
MPH; DC-6, 270 MPH; and the DC7, 300 MPH.
While recalling past advances,
Bails is looking forward to others:
The supersonic transport ( SST) ,
the 500-passenger subsonic craft, and
what Bails terms "another Pan Am
pioneering effort." This is the introduction of inertial navigation to air
transportation. Within the next few
months "black boxes" are scheduled
to replace "all of our scores of pilot
navigators."
Bails recalls that the jet plane
caused a painful period of technological unemployment while the demands of the public for seats caught
up with the vastly increased productivity of the jets. However, the propeller-driven craft were not replaced
all at once, so the two effects tended,
to some extent, to balance each other.
Now that Pan Am is virtually pure
jet and the air traffic increase has
continued, the airline has recalled all
its furloughed pilots and has hired
a good many more. Bails believes this
process could be repeated with the
advent of the proposed super and
subsonic planes.
Bails says the ever-increasing demand for air transportation will negate a period of technological unemployment when the "black boxes"
come into use.
Bill doesn't dispute the value of
these air strides, but he recalls with
perhaps a bit of nostalgia that they
have taken some of the "neighborliness" out of the business.
In his early Pan Am days, Miami
flights were made from the beautiful
Dinner Key seaplane base. Arrivals
and departures were one of Miami's
big tourist attractions. The all-male
crew members always marched in
step to board the airplane.
The flight to Rio required five
days, with overnight stops at San
Juan, Port of Spain, Belem and
Recife. All flying was scheduled for
daylight hours, and the crew and
passengers became well acquainted
since they stayed at the same hotels
and dined in the same restaurants.

Here's Bill's own words about the
change:
"Now, however, we have little opportunity to visit with our passengers. Time is so much more precious
and critical these days, with high
operating costs and close schedule
connections. The flight from Miami
to Rio which once took five days is
now made non-stop from the more
distant New York City in 10 hours.
"Aircraft very seldom lay over with
crews, but are taken on immediately
by a rested crew, Pony Express style.
Crew and passengers seldom come
in contact except briefly on board
the plane-no more overnights at the
same hotel. The complications of operating larger and faster aircraft permit fewer opportunities for the Captain to fraternize with his passengers.
"Now there may be up to 150 on
board instead of the former dozen
or so. All of this means that much of
the glamor has disappeared, but even
so, I wouldn't trade positions with
anyone!"
In April of 1941, following the
Miami stint, the Bails family moved
to New York and took an apartment
within walking distance of the Pan
Am seabase at La Guardia Field. The
Atlantic Division was one of Pan
Am's two "ocean divisions" and was
definitely big league for Bill.
He remembers a steady diet of
fly and go to school as he advanced
through the fourth, third, second
and first officer grades of the much
larger ocean-going crew. Some of
the flights were long-16 hours-but
when it was time to sleep, both passengers and off duty crew members
put on pajamas and crawled into
comfortable bunks. Fares were high
and almost every passenger was a
VIP, before the war came along and
the term was invented.
Food was the best obtainable.
Government mail rates were artificially high to provide a subsidy for
those thin, pioneering life lines which is what the Pan Am routes became on December 7, 1941, when
Pearl Harbor was bombed by the
Japanese.
A month after the war, Bails' name
came up for the big promotion to
captain.
As soon as war was declared the
nee:l for military air transport became critical and the military had
(Continued on page 6)
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Last year three professors of hisat Indiana University concludafter a three-year study of Inlmna's high schools that the deplorable state of history teaching was
•gely the result of inadequate preplration of the teaching staff.
To prove the inadequacy of Inliana's teachers of history they preiented the following evidence: 45
p:r cent of the teachers with bacheh's legrees in education had had
to I8 hours in history, the
who had earned a master's dedid not take a single course in
ory, and 80 per cent had read no
ks in their field in the previous

as

H the situation in Indiana is typithen history as a high school subcould expire in the next decade.
professor of history in one of
· ' state universities in which
t'aining of teacbers is an importt
of its program, I would be
ctant to admit that the teaching
tistory in this state has reached
level comparable to that of In111, at least not in the areas that
pllha large percentage of East's aduates.
W ope that as a result of the
ges we have made in the history
·culum in the past four years we
ltoducing better qualified teachof history. For instance, our hisJDajors must have 52 hours in
ry and 36 in the social sciences.
e are well above the total number
courses recommended by the American Historical Society.
It is interesting to note that the
Indiana study showed that 45 per
eent of the teachers of that state had
about one half the number of hours
we tequire of our majors. We feel
that our graduates have through their
"°llege courses learned from our inlb'Uctors the value of interpretation,
the use of source materials and problem studies.
They have learned from their
ClOurses that history consists of more
than bare facts, dates, events, and
~nology which can be gleaned
from a textbook. We hope they have
lliscovered the textbook is simply the
basic guideline for the course, and
that it must be illuminated by the
9rpretations of the instructor and
by extensive outside reading.
We would be deluding ourselves,
l>wever, if we contended there are

tart

Dr. Rex Syndergaard is head of
the Department of History at Eastern. He holds the B.A. degree from
Westminster, the M.A. degree from
Washington University and t h e
Ph.D. from St. Louis University. Dr.
Syndergaard formerly was Dean of
Men at Murray State College and
editor of the Breeze-Courier, a daily
newspaper in Taylorville, Ill.
not some high school teachers who
make the textbook the sum total of
the course. But such incompetence
is often the result of an inadequate
preparation in history, a lack of interest, or lack of time.
We realize that no matter how
competent some teachers may be or
how diligent they are, many of them
are so encumbered by extracurricular
activities and student loads that they
do not have sufficient time to prepare properly for their classes. No
wonder 80 per cent of the teachers
in Indiana had not read a book in
their field in the past year.
We also know there are teachers
who have been assigned to history
courses even though they have had
only one or two courses in the area.
These assignments are often made by
a few principals who believe that
any certified teacher who can read
a textbook can teach a history course.

In a panel discussion at a state meeting of high school administrators, I
contended that the improvement of
our history curriculum is for naught
if principals ignore the preparation
of the teachers as they assign them
to classes. Perhaps our problem
would be solved in part if school administrators and the general public
were fully apprised of the compelling
reasons for the inclusion of history
in the secondary school curriculum.
We, as professional historians, have
not done enough to impress upon the
public the value of history, and the
importance of it being taught competently.
The list of the values to be found
in history is extensive, but I should
like to refer only to those I consider most significant. The primary
value as a high school subject, according to a group of British school
administrators, is that curiosity about
the past is the basic characteristic of
man.
Lord Bolingbroke in his letters on
the study of history wrote: "Nature
gave us curiosity to excite the industry of our minds."
It is for the history teacher to awaken this curiosity. But if the history course requires the memorization of the facts of a simple textbook
and that is followed by the usual quiz
consisting of true-false and multiple
choice questions, instead of an
awakening of an innate curiosity the
result is as stultifying as counting
the number of angels on the head of
a pin.
Robert L. Schuyler, former professor of history at Columbia University, believed that the value of
history resulted from historical methods more than historical information. How the student learns about
the past, he contended, is of greater
educational value than what he
learns about it.
This is a point often missed by
the inadequately prepared history
teacher. The critical use of the textbook and well-chosen exercises in
historical criticism by the instructor
can give the student an appreciation
of the reliability of various kinds of
sources and can help the pupil distinguish between fact and opinion.
We become critical through education, but primarily from historical
study one develops the critical me( Continued on page 6)
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W. B. Bails

History Teaching

(Continued from page 3)
organizations under the Air Transport Command. The ATC was supplied airplanes by the Army, but the
crews did all else in flying military
cargo and personnel all over the
world.
Bill joined Pan Am's Africa-Orient
Division which flew the "Cannon
Ball" route from Miami to Natal,
Accra, Khartoum, Aden and Karachi, and later added the mid-Atlantic
route from Miami to Bermuda, the
Azores and Casablanca. He recalls
the satisfaction of flying wounded
Americans home was greater than
that of ferrying VIP's.
PAA has done a great deal of
Military Air Transpart flying. The
escalation of the war in Viet Nam has
increased this business to the limit
of the firm's capacity.
During this past October, Bill
made three flights into Saigon-two
with passengers and one with cargo.
He sandwiched his arrivals and departures between those of bomber
flights with bombs suspended under
their wings, jet fighter missions, and
swarms of helicopters.
Bill describes Saigon as one of the
busiest airports in the world at the
present time. And he adds:
"It seems that we are forever involved with war situations. Our
round-the-world flights were disrupted recently by the India-Pakistan fracas, and troubles in Singapore
and Djarkarta are chronic."
Bails now flies from a San Francisco base and finds it far from
monotonous. A pilot may exercise
hi~ seniority to fly around the world
if he wishes, making layover rest
stops in Honolulu, Tokyo, Bangkok,
Beirut and London. For variety a
pilot can bid the Panama run by way
of Los Angeles and Guatemala City,
the Tahiti route by way of Los Angeles and Honolulu, the Djakarta
route by way of Honolulu, Guam,
Manila, Saigon, and Singapore, the
Tokyo route by way of Anchorage,
or the Sydney flight through Honolulu and Fiji or Samoa.
Mr. and Mrs. Bails have an education minded family. Daughter Margaret Ann (Mrs. T. H. Torbett) is
a graduate of the University of Tennessee; son William B. Bails Jr., has

(Continued from page 5)
thod. Thus, perhaps more than an
other subject, history reduces the ·
nate credulity of man. Our coll
instructors are generally aware
the values of the critical meth~ ·
h i st o r y . Our advanced cour
through the use of research pape
source materials, paperback
lem books, and significant mon
graphs, can inculcate in the stud
the critical sense which is so es
tial to the historian.
We still hear, however, the ch·
that history courses require the me
orization of a long series of dates
events. Some educators insist that t
often history courses consist of an a
cumulation of "isolated facts." In so
instances high school history co
ses are taught in that manner, but
is our hope such examples of p
teaching will not persist in a peri
in which the student has these
vantages: an abundence of inex
sive paperback material, an impr
ed history curriculum, and an
structional staff at Eastern whi
works to develop competent teach
who understand the value of int
pretative history and the histori
method.
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Mrs. James P. Conville, '60, is the
Dean of Women at Niagara (N.Y.)
University. Mrs. Conville coordinates
the activities of the female student
body. Mrs. Conville, a native of Robinson, Ill., hold.s a master of education degree from the State University
of New York at Buffalo. She served
as Assistant County Superintendent
of Schools in Coles County from 1946
to 1955 and was Administrative Assistant to the Unit Superintendent of
Schools in Charleston from 1955 to
1961. Mrs. Conville formerly taught
school law in the Niagara University
Graduate School. The family resides
at 124 Millwood Drive, Tonawanda,
N. Y.

a master's degree in mechanical engineering from MIT; son Richard
completed two years at MIT and currently is a junior at Pomona College;
and daughter Melissa Sue attends
junior high school in Los Altos.
The family lives at 692 Meadow
Lane, Los Altos, Calif.
Bails, at 52, has eight years of
active service ahead. He doesn't believe this will be sufficient time to
take part in the next great leap forward-the introduction of the supersonic transport to PAA's airline system.
"It should be close, however," Bill
says, "and I am sure that whenever
it does occur my company again will
be a pioneer."

Popham Named Head
Of Ohio Science Group
Dr. Richard H. Popham, '36,
sociate Professo; in the Botany
partment, The Ohio State Unive
has been named president of
Ohio Academy of Science.
Popham recently was named
rector of the OS U General Bot
Program, the world's largest. Stud
registration reaches 5,000 each y
The staff includes 20 senior and
junior members.
His professional career has incl
ed being superintendent of the Ato
Bomb Manufacturing plant at
Alamos, N. M.; consultant at Bette
Memorial Institute; consulting edi
for several publishing comp
member of the Board of Examin
at the University of Madras, In ·
and research collaborator at Br
haven National Laboratory.

Grid Panthers Compile 3-5 Record
lastem's fall sports squads estabed solid foundations in what were
sidered building seasons.
The Panthers' new football coach,
de Biggers, established his system
a promising 3-5 season with
• erial, and ·both soccer and
i)ountry teams had outstanding
~ with primarily underclass

both all-conference ·and all-District
20 teams. Ray Schaljo (Sullivan)
was chosen as offensive end. Middle
guard John Ganley (Willow Hill)
and linebacker Schmitz were on defensive units .

Eastern faces next season with
prospects of a strong running game
and many of its top linemen returning. Sophomore fullback Ken HefEIU's soccer team, coached for fley (Gibson City) led EIU in rushfirst time by "Fritz" Teller, com- ing this season with 554 yards. The
a 7-3 record and lost to Mac- main problems will be in finding a
urray College in double overtime quarterback to replace Haberer and
the NAIA District 20 champion- a split end the caliber of Schaljo.
P battle.
Soccer, the Panthers' newest sport,
Coach Pat O'Brien's senior-less
'ers also gave promise of bright- enjoyed the finest of three seasons
as part of EIU's athletic program.
~ llings with a 6-2' dual record and
dilWabash Relays championship. Bob Harshbarger, junior fullback
IU finished just one point behind from Arcola, was the captain.
pion W estem Illinois in the InGoalie Ron Semetis (Orland Park)
tate Conference run.
posted five shutouts and sophomore
l:astem's patient football fans lineman Fernando Velasco (Chiwere rewarded with a three-game cago) tallied 11 goals in outstanding
ing streak this season-a string individual performances. The Panthmight have been stretched far- . ers avenged a 1-0 loss to Principia by
but for a disabling knee injury a crushing 7-1 score, while their
ace flankerback Tad Heminger other losses in regular season play
franklin, Ind.
were to powerful Indiana University
hinger's injury severely limited and Quincy College squads.
8afiding passing attack directFour players - Nelson Archer
IJ record-smashing Roger Hab- (Broadlands),
Harshbarger, Jerry
r, and the Panthers absorbed four
DeWitt
(Martinton)
and Velasco 'ght losses to close the season.
were chosen to the District 20 All"We played well in six games and
T ournament squad.
best job was in a game we lost,"
Cross country prospects will be
ed up Biggers, former 'Green
Packers lineman who was the bright again next season as four jun'versity of South Carolina's top iors and three sophomores comprised
the seven-man squad this fall.
~istant coach before coming to EIU
last summer.
Roger Quinlan (Rantoul) and
The Panthers' top effort came in Captain
John
Schneider
(Des
20-11 loss to Northern Illinois, un- Plaines) were voted to the District
eated and ranked sixth nationally. 20 all-star team after outstanding
IU held a 9-7 halftime lead in that seasons. Quinlan led EIU ill the cone.
ference meet with a fourth place
•berer-the finest passer in EIU finish.
on -dn.,ed his career with 1,266
ds' and a four-year total of 3,647
Harold G. Fearn, '38, Superintends and 23 touchdown passes. The
'de of Pocahontas, Ill., joined line- ent of Schools, Aurora West, has
er Ted Schmitz (Streator) as been honored by the North Central
ptain. Schmitz, the defensive Association for his contributions to
al caller, was voted most valua- education. Mrs. Fearn is the former
Evelyn Harwood, '34. The address
at the season's end.
Three Panthers were elected to is 1731 Garfield, Aurora.

l

Reunions Set
For Homecoming
A different approach to class reunions at the 1965 Homecoming was
so successful that it will be repeated
in 1966.
The 1966 Homecoming is scheduled for Oct. 8. The football opponent will be Illinois State.
Approximately 300 members of
the Classes of 1949, 1950, and 1951
spent Homecoming evening at their
reunion headquarters in the Holiday Inn, Mattoon.
Almost without exception, they acclaimed the evening the "most successful Homecoming event ever."
Bob Miller, '53, a member of the
Executive Committee of the Assocciation from Springfield, is already
making plans for a similar gathering
of the Classes of 1952, 1953, and
1954 next fall.
A n o t h e r Executive Committee
member - Tony Norviel, '49, Belleville - is just as insistent that the
Classes of 1949, 1950, and 1951
shoul:l hold a repeat performance.
Miller heads up the Sangamon
County Alumni Chapter, while Norviel is president of the Madison-St.
Clair Counties Chapter.
Plans are also underway for the
Fiftieth Anniversary Reunion of the
Class of 1916. Miss Nelle C. Hutchason, class secretary, and Miss
Leah T. Todd, both of Charleston, .
are now corresponding with class
members about the reunion.
Several members of the Class of
1916 visited with those attending
this year's reunion of the Class of
1915 at Homecoming.
At another get-together October
23, some 20 members of the 1948
championship football team held a
reunion luncheon in Lantz Gymnasium.
Frank Pitol, '51, acting as a
spokesman for the team, presented
Maynard "Pat" O'Brien, their coach
in 1948, with a large photograph of
the championship squad.
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The above photo is a single frame exposed in a new oblique panora~ic aerial camera. The "horizon-to-hori
equipment with which this picture was taken illustrates some of the systems being developed by a group wh ·
includes Kent Reich, an Eastern graduate.

Much of graduate Ke
Reich's job is classified. It
involves the developm
of new optical, electro-o
cal and electronic warfa
devices designed to goth
information. A trip to Vi
Nam for the Department o
Defense, however, led t
one unclassified and unof
cial accomplishment- fi
ing a home for a Viet Na
lad.

A high speed, low altitude photographic mission produced this sharplyetched picture of a boat and a coral reef in the Pacific. The altitude was 1000
feet, speed was 450 knots and the camera had a six-inch focal length lens.
PA GE EIGHT

That's The Old

Systems check, countdown proceeds with no un-

Missile Business

later, BANG!

Kent Reich, '59, a civilian specialat Wright-Patterson Air Force
l!ase, is involved in work that occaanally has its "well, back to the old
awing board" aspects.
Plfere's an example, in a test in9ig a General Electric nose conebooster:
After a number of scheduling and
ning meetings at both Wrighterson (Dayton, • Ohio) and the
GE plant in Philadelphia, Reich shipped all the equipment to be installed in the nose cone to GE. The firm
was to install the equipment while
Reich checked out the system eleclrically prior to shipping the cone to
Cape ;Kennedy.
GE called two or three weeks later, after the installation, and Reich
left on a Sunday to start systems
~eeks on Monday. The cone was to
be airlifted to the Cape on Thursday. The first check indicated not
one unit was functioning "properly.
After a lot of head-scratching and
thematic reading, the whole thing
was tom out and a new wiring harness made and reinstalled.
Reich and the other persons in.,olved worked 40 hours around the
clock to get the system operational,
prior to shipment. On the second
1y5tem check, everything worked,
l>ut Reich didn't have time to calibrate all the sensors because the cone
had to be shipped to Cape Kennedy.
Reich flew back to Dayton, picked
a clean shirt, then flew to the
ape. The calibration went smooth, all sensors operated properly, and
e nose cone and booster were mated on schedule.
Fli!9t acceptance check tests
were -.inpleted. Fueling and countdown started. The count went to "O"
with no unscheduled holds. Engine
Ignition and lift-off was a pretty

scheduled holds, ignition and liftoff-28 seconds

jst

t

t

lght.

Kent Reich
Twenty-eight seconds later the
booster blew up.
That's the missile business.
Reich worked at the Wright Air
Development Center during the
summer of 1958, then accepted fulltime employment after graduation .
He found that the aviation business
bug had . bitten firmly following four
years in the Naval Air Corps as an
in-flight instructor in aviation electronics.
In 1959 he started working as an
instrumentation engineer in the
Flight Dynamics Laboratory. His
group was engaged in determining
the vibration and accoustic environment of high speed aircraft and
missile nose cones during exit and
re-entry.
Reich engineered programs on
the F -106 all-weather interceptor,
S A C ' s B-58 supersonic bomber,
ground vibration tests on the X-15
rocket engine, and several missile

programs with the Blue Scout, Atlas,
Titan and Saturn vehicles.
In 1963, he left the Laboratory to
participate on an ad hoc management team charged with reorganizing and streamlining the functions
and workings of the Aeronautical
Systems Division. During this reorganization, a new Air Force reconnaissance group was formed and
Reich became a program manager
in the operation. Most of the efforts
in this area are classified; however,
they involve the development of new
optical, electro-optical and electronic
warfare devices designed to gather
information.
This past summer, Reich was
named to a 10-member Department
of Defense team which was sent to
Viet Nam. Purpose of the trip-in
broad terms-was to find out how
U. S. and Vitenamese fighting men
could be helped through the use of
electronic equipment.
As Reich stated it:
"Guerilla warfare in tropical jungle terrain, against native habitants
creates tremendous problems for a
battlefield commander. Basic information needed to plan offensive or
defensive maneuvers is difficult to
acquire, i.e., where is the enemy who is the ·e nemy-how strong is hewhich direction is he moving?
"The conventional equipment and
methods are often useless, so we were
attempting to adapt or modify present equipment or techniques to meet
their requirements."
The dense, natural cover in Viet
Nam, making possible those bloody
Viet Cong ambushes, is one of the
biggest of these special problems.
Since his return, Reich has been
working on electro and photo reconnaissance methods by which the Air
Force can penetrate jungle foliage in
order to spot V.C. troop movements
(Continued on page 10)
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Ineligibility Strikes Blow At
Panthers On Eve Of Campaign

'Keep In Touch'
Program .Started

Only one starter returns from an
Interstate Conference championship
squad, but Coach Rex V. Darling expects .the Panthers to be a serious
challenger in the basketball race
again this winter.
Wrestling prospects also appear
bright at EIU, while gymnastics and
swimming squads are undergoing
a rebuilding process.
Most basketball coaches would be
pessimistic after losing the likes of
Little All-America Jim Ficek (LaSalle), most valuable player Bill
Guerin (Peoria), school rebound record holder Bob Rickett (Altamont)
and all-conference guard Val Bush
(Champaign).
They were the nucleus of an 18-7
record and the Panthers' first IIAC
title in 11 years.
EIU received a setback prior to
the season when letterman Bill Anderson (Champaign) was declared
ineligible by Interstate Conference
officials.
Further cutting into the Panthers'
strength were the losses by scholastic
reasons of letterman guard Elston
Mitchell (Maroa) and top sophomore
prospect Jim Jones (Highland Park).
But Darling describes himself as
the eternal optimist, and he believes
the Panthers have a chance of another successful season in the face
of a rugged schedule that includes
non-conference foes Indiana State,
Washington, Tennessee A&I, Lewis,
Ball State, and Southeast Missouri in
home-and-home engagements.
A highlight of the awesome slate
fa a trip to the Pan American Holiday
Tournament at Edinburg, Tex.
The squad has only one returning
starter-Larry Miller ( 6-4, Clinton)and he's also the only senior. Miller
averaged 11.8 points per game and
hit better than 50 per cent from the
field last season.
Other lettermen are Don Templeman
( 6-3, Williamsville), Gary
Welch ( 6-3, Peoria) and Richard Barni ( 6-3, Herrin) . The only
other player returning from last season's squad is Denny Hoffmeister
( 6-5, Altamont), a transfer from
Northwest Missouri.

The EIU Alumni Association
student newspaper at Eastern ha
inaugurated a "keep in touch" p
gram for Eastern graduates and f
mer students now serving with
armed forces in Viet Nam.
Under the program, the servi
men will receive copies of the E
em News and all publications re
larly received by the members
the Alumni Association.
The Executive Committee of t
Association has approved a reso
tion granting honorary member
to all graduates and former stude
serving in Viet Nam. Regular m
bership in the Association is on
dues raying basis.
Cai Lathrop, Olney, presiden'I
the Association, said the most di
cult part of the project will be o
taining names and addresses of f
mer students now serving in v·
Nam.
He said most of those now in
armed forces are students who
listed or were drafted prior to co
pleting their college study.
Lathrop urged persons kno ·
the names or addresses of East
alumni, graduates or former stud
now serving in Viet Nam to writ~
call the Alumni Office.
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The Panthers may get help from
Dave Pavelonis (6-1, Harrisburg),
who averaged 29 points per game
for Harrisburg Junior College last
season. Other squad members were
either not out for basketball last season or playing non-varsity competition.
Coach Harold (Hop) Pinther expects to have his strongest wrestling
team and he has a tough schedule
to match it. Home opponents include
NCAA champion Iowa State on Jan.
14 and the University of Illinois on
Jan. 27.
Top losses from last season were
national champion Don Neece ( 191,
Wood River) and IIAC champs Ron
Semetis (147, Orland Park) and Bill
Marquardt ( 115, Bloomington).
But Pinther has several top sophomores to join lettermen Ken Cumm i n s ( 123, Wilmington), Jim
Mentz ( 130, Hillside), Leonard
Cecala ( 145, Franklin Park), Lyle
Honnold ( 152, Decatur), Jim Semetis (160, Orland Park) and Russ
Benjamin (Hwt., Monticello).
Bob Hussey returns as head coach
of the gymnasts after a sabbatical
leave to work on a doctorate. The
squad has only one senior, and EIU's
top returning pointgetters are Bob
Sabey (Mt. Prospect) on the side
horse .and John Kruse (Palatine) · on
the rings.
Paul A. Wheeler ( EIU '53) takes
over as head swimming coach this
winter after being swimming and
tennis coach at State University College in Buffalo, N. Y., the past three
years.
He· has four lettermen, including
co-captains Glenn Anderson (Oak
Forest) and Greg Dennis (Robinson) , a pair of freesty lers. Other vets
are Dave Mcjunkin (Evanston) in
the medley and breast stroke, Rich
Powers (Chicago) in freestyle.

Ruth Tolly (Mrs. Henry J. Newbauer), '13, who graduated from the
Washington University School of
Nursing in 1919, has retired. The
address is 522 S. E. 21, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

Kent Reich
(Continued from page 9)
and suspected ambush areas.
The work is proceeding, and
cording to Reich, is going to prod
"many black boxes."
In addition to having a patri
and professional interest in the
Reich now has a more or less I
sonal stake in Viet Nam. He
came acquainted with a hotel ow
in Saigon who wished to find t
porary homes in the U.S. for
five children until such time as
can come here to care for them.
Reich found a family in Da
willing to take one of the child
into their home, and both fami '
are now doing the paperwork ne
sary to make the hopes of a Saig
father become a reality.

I am very glad to be invited by an
emk: institution to address a
· ess audience for it has been my
fortune to have had happy as. tions with both education and
rporation.
ing first toward the campus,
t that I would get much disment by saying that the presesollege generation in America
pears to be a somewhat different
from those of earlier years.
isplays evidence of more idealism,
bined with a tendency toward
ater activism in support of its
, than we have been accustomto ~eing in our colleges and unisities.
As a result, today's college generltion has attracted more outside attion than students have been used
to letting; and the increased attention has served to feed the already
iderable ego of those of student
with the result that they are enaged to try even harder to attract still more notice.
It is a heady discovery to find that
your l>pinions attract the interest not
p>f your room-mate and your
p liend but also of the major
news media and some of the highest
itaries in the nation. Such cirstar~s frequently propel both
lizarre Individuals and bizarre viewbc>ints into the limelight and this,
I tuggest, is what has been happenIt of late.
By ~ocussing our attention on

ildr

The accompanying article is a
copy of an address delivered to the
honorary directors of Rockhurst College by Lawrence A. Kimpton, vice
president and a director of Standard
Oil Company (Indiana). Kimpton
was Chancellor of the University of
Chicago for nine years prior to ;oining the company in 1960. He is a
former chairman of the American
Council on Education and a past
president of the Association of American Universities, and currently an
honorary fell.ow and a trustee of the
Board of Visitors of Tulane University.

ed alarm in a number of quarters
since they seem to think that the
quickest way to build a better world
is to start out by tearing down every
institution now in it.
I recognize that this is an area in
which I need to walk with caution,
since I have not been in daily contact with the life of a university for
some ye·ars, and it may be that you
can't get a true feeling of the situation from the outside. However,
there are undeniable positive elements in what is frequently termed
the student revolt of which we read
so much, along with the undeniable
negative elements.
It is no doubt in part the bias
that comes of having once been a
university administrator that causes
me to view student demands to take
over the running of the place as intolerable. I happen to know that
running a university is one of the
most comi;>lex and difficult of tasks,
and I cant · help but be appalled at
hearing some callow youths assert
they can do it better.
Such demands, if met, would violate the very concept of an institution of higher learning and would
greatly exaggerate the capabilities,
the wisdom, and the sophistication
commonly found in those of undergraduate age and experience.
The likely result would be chaos,
but it is not very likely that the experiment is going to be tried. My
good friend Father Ted Hesburgh

'A Somewhat Different Breed'

America's Current College Generation
what are, by most accounts, a relative IUnority of the inhabitants of
our ltampuses; we run the risk of
m.ccurate characterization of the entire group as untidy young people
with langerous ideas. While I do
wish some of them would shave and
bathe more often, and behave a bit
less l;rogantly, it is still true that
whent:u see them in large numbers
the
jority are quite presentable.
The
rded, long-haired fringe
.-nong our students is not noticeably
IDY more numerous than were the
wearers of coonskin coats in the

twenties, although the current minority does make more noise. To
take the beatnik as truly representative may be to mistake a few
saplings for the forest.
Nevertheless, behind the extremists
are some new attitudes which seem
to be fairly widespread among the
entire student body. There appears
to be a strong element of selflessness
in the aspirations of many of those
on today's campuses, in terms of
wanting to serve a cause, to build a
better world. Some of the more aggressive of these students have caus-

gave some commendable, and pointed, advice to the students of Notre
Dame on this score when he told
them ''Your primary role as students
here is to learn, not to teach. Students who think otherwise sh°'ould go
out, found their own universities,
and then take lessons from their students."
And I think it is fair to say that
some of the better-publicized student
protest movements appear to have
been motivated more by an urgent
desire simply to protest than by
thoughtful consideration of what it
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was that . might call for correction.
Having created an effective instrument of protest, they have wound up
by complaining about some pretty
silly things. Nor do I expect to see
much in the way of vital insights
into critical foreign policy problems
originating from student groups.
Some of these antics bring to mind
Shaw's observation that youth was
such a wonderful thing, it was a
shame to waste it on the young.
However, part of the criticism of
students for marching around carrying placards demanding that the U.
S. get out of South Viet Nam strikes
me as intemperate-so long as they
don't presume to take matters illegally into their own hands by lying
down in front of troop trains. If all
they are doing is voicing an opinion
this is surely their right, however
little we may happen to think of
that opinion. Any war is a subject
of understandable interest to those
of draft age, and the First Amendment to the Constitution gives them
the right to legitimate expression of
their views on the subject. When
some of them wander over the border of common sense and legality by
burning their draft cards and the
like, they can oe given an opportunity to think further about the matter
in a jail cell.
All this unrest and activism on
the campus is at least evidence of
vitality, and of change. Less than ten
years ago, a survey of college seniors sought to find out where they
wanted to be 15 years after graduation, and it turned out that most of
them wanted a well-paying job in a
company with a fat pension system,
plus an attractive suburban home
stocked with attractive kids. The discovery led to mournful headshaking
all the way up to the corporate board
room, since this does not happen to
be the kind of person a first-rate company really wants any more than
it is the kind the colleges are trying
to tum out.
However spooky some of the manifestations of the present campus unrest may look, they are at least higher up the intellectual ladder than
devouring uncooked goldfish and
stealing unoccupied women's underwear-which had their day-and they
bespeak a more thoughtful generation.
Having been around the delivery
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room when the first nuclear explosion was born, I find the attitude of
these students interesting for another reason. Over the years, the
existence of the terrifying destructive
power which has come into being in
this form has been cited frequently
as the cause of an apathy and fatalism which were seen to be gripping the young and rendering them
uninterested in trying to do much
of anything.
Well, you can't say that about the
particular young people we've been
talking about. They may be afraid
that we're all about to blow ourselves to Kingdom Come, but it
doesn't show very much. In considerable numbers they're getting involved today in causes they believe
in - from civil rights activities at
home to efforts to help improve living standards of backward people
half a world away.
I would say they believe tomorrow is going to come, and nothing I
have seen up to now would make
me likely to sell the whole generation
short on promise, as compared with
those which have preceded them.
After all, I can remember the bugeyed idealists of the thirties who
somehow managed to read spiritual
values into Communism, and left us
with a painful legacy the country is
still trying to throw overboard for
good. Some of the sorry ideas of this
sorry crowd are still being peddled
to the gullible on the campus.
From the viewpoint of the business community, there is another
very significant side to current student attitudes which has been given
less notice than the militant protest
activities. There is evidence that
many, if not most, of today's undergraduates look upon the prospect of
business careers with very little enthusiasm. So.mehow, they seem to
equate corporate activity with sterility. Careers in government service,
in teaching, in research, in social
work-or in practically any area you
can name which is not associated
with business-are coming to take
, on a more magic aura. This is perhaps best symbolized by the appeal
of the Peace Corps, which is vast.
The idea seems to be abroad on
the campuses that personal challenge
and the opportunity to make a meaningful contribution to society are nowhere to be found within a cor-

poration. In my judgment this idelll
both wrong and highly inimical
the best interests of the very sod
our young people quite comme
bly wish to serve.
At the same time, their atti
is probably not too surprising.
porations have been around for q ·
a while now, and it has not esca
attention that in adapting tothemselves helping to shape
twentieth century, many of
have become quite large. In ot
words, there is nothing very no
about most of them to the outs'
viewer-particularly the young vie
er-nor do they look exactly like h
beds of individualism, which is
quality the contemporary college
dergraduate is apt to admire gr
In addition, the corporatio
draped in the gray flannel robes
alleged cupidity · and hearties
which have been enthusiasti
thrown over it by generations
anti-business propagandists. Most
these critics happen to have had
business experience whatever, b
that is not going to stop them
more than Edgar Rice Burrou
was prevented from writing she
of books about Africa or Mars s·
ply because he had never been
either of them.
What is more surprising, howe
is the myopia of so many of the
called intellectuals who displai
consistent bias against business ·
stitutions. Standing on the thresh
of the space age, they are still lar
ly railing against the business p
tices and concepts of half a cen
ago. It has totaHy escaped their
tention that the corporation
evolved remarkably over this iwr·
along with every other major i
tution in American life.
Surrounded by the most wi
spread competitive commercial
flict in history to date, nume
learned economists and govern
attorneys apparently lie awake
night haunted by spectres of cl~ ·
competition, while many a uni
spokesman still rides into negotia
armed with basic economic
which predate the child-labor la
Needless to say, the steady atta
on business have had an effect
what young people think about
porations. And-let us face U-t
have had very little in the way
effective rebuttal presented to th

the co~trary, any suspicions they
'1ve picked up about the busilworld have been reinforced
the momentous day they were
able to read the comic strips
learn that inside every office
is someone called a "boss,"
is either a tyrant or an idiot,
d a group of bumbling employees
tremble with fear at his frown.
After this inauspicious introducto the vague world of commerce,
have been progressively exposto rst-selling novels, successful
·e~ and highly-rated television
a
which have exhibited a
y remarkable lack of realism in
· treatment of business, coupled
a generally hostile viewpoint.
the contemporary folklore of the
media, it is something of a chalge to try to draw up a list of "good
ys" you can associate with the
rid of commerce.
The corporation is uniformly preted as impersonal and sinister.
the crooked lawyer in the
tern, representing the "big ins" Back East, to the contemary mad financial tycoon who is
pting to take over the world,
is hard to find a character you
Id even allow in your living room
uch less introduce to your daughving survived this brainwashing
d bit of it unconsciously, from
ewpoint of the brainwasheeyoung people finally reach the
ching pad from which they will
into the adult community as full
'pants-the college campus.
ere, in this community of schol, we like to think, is the home of
th. Here is the charmed spot
here minds are stretched and misptions corrected. Here, at last,
would seem, is an opportunity to
the hot light of reason bum off
fog of confusion surrounding
at it does, and why it does it.
9ortunately, since the corporais fundamentally an economic
'tution, this involves some underding of the dark art of economics,
it is here that the boat is missed
It has been suggested by some
utable professors of economics
economics may be one of the
~ taught subjects throughout our
're school system. Given its imce to an understanding of con-

temporary society, however, there
can be little quarrel with the fact
that it is certainly among the least
taught.
Only one in twenty of our high
school graduates has ever had a
course in economics, while only one
college graduate in four is even exposed to the subject. Far fewer
actually study it. Four out of ten of
the instructors teaching what economics is taught in our high schools
have themselves had less than a
semester in the subject.
The results of this lackadaisical
approach are pretty much what you
would expect. Although it is reassuring to learn that the nation now
boasts some 20 million stockholders,
a survey made a few years back by
the New York Stock Exchange itself
yielded the melancholy finding that
only 23 per cent of the adult population so much as knew what common stock was. Other surveys have
found that the general public has
no understanding of such basic matters as the level of profits or the
division of corporate income, or nearly any other general economic fact
of life you may care to inquire about.
In terms of our discussion here,
the significance of all this is that relatively few. of our yonng people are
being given the tools with which to
sort out fact from fancy when it
comes to business. As a result, statements which downgrade the corporation as a career choice are likely to
be taken at face value; and because
much criticism of the corporation directly or indirectly presents it as a
selfish and impersonal institution, it
undoubtedly has an nnusually strong
negative effect on the current younger generation.
One thing is certain. If it does become a pattern for the brightest,
most creative, and most dynamic
students to tum automatically and
permanently away from business
careers we are goin~ to have a · problem on our hands.
And if this does come to pass, it
is going to be a real disservice to
the national interest-particularly if
it results from a simple failure to
communicate an understanding of
our economic system and the role of
business in our society. That we have
done a sad job of it so far is plain
from the fact that great numbers of
people still tend to think of Com-

munism as revolutionary and capitalism as reactionary.
Admittedly, the Communists have
spent a great deal of time and money
to convince the world that such is
the case, but even a supedicial examination of the historical record will
show that the reverse is true. The
most significant revolution of the
twentieth century has been the capitalistic revolution which has transformed life for millions in terms of
well-being, · comfort, and personal
freedom.
Our economic system has, for the
first time in history, made it possible
for a people to think seriously about
the total elimination of want within
its society; at the same time, our
economy is so productive that we can
devote huge amounts of goods and
capital eacn year to aid others around
the globe, and for the defense of
other free societies.
Meanwhile, after some forty-five
years of so-called "dynamic" and
"revolutionary" experimentation by
the Communists, they haven't yet
even managed to feed and hous_e
their people adequately, while the
degree of personal freedom granted
to them is still sharply limited.
As the principal mechanism for
the creation of the wealth which underlies our accomplishments, the corporation has been-and will continue
to be-a major force for creative
change in our society, but in order
to continue this essential role it is
going to need some of the best
young people we can produce.

Charles (Chuck) McCord, '44, will
co-author a book on softball. McCord is Illinois State Commissioner for the Amateur Softball
Association and is Chairman of
the group's Hall of Fame. He is
manager of the Pekin Lettes, famed
girls' softball team. McCord is . employed at Illinois Mutual Life and
Casualty Co., Peoria. His co-author
on the book, to be published next
spring, is Marian Kneer, a former
Caterpillar Diselette player. The
book will discuss the when, who and
why of a given skill and will supply
information about opportunity for
play at various skill levels.
Darlent Claggett, '64, visited seven
countries in Europe this summer.
She teaches fourth grade in Wheeling, Ill.
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'Cross-Holl' Cooperative Proiect At
Lob School Told; Academic Needs Met
A "cross-hall" cooperative project
based on the academic needs of the
pupils instead of on their intelligence scores has been termed a success by its originators at Eastern's
Laboratory School.
Two fifth grade sections were
combined for five weeks in a social
studies project involving latitude,
longitude, and map study skills.
By the end of the project, the
fifth grade students were using the
same atlas used by Eastern students,
although not on the University level.
Dr. Earl Doughty and Dale
Downs, fifth grade supervisory teachers, believe the project provided an
excellent educational opportunity for
the children, and as a by-product, a
strengthening of the professional
bonds between the teachers.
This latter point was a factor because the two teachers planned the
lessons together. in cooperation with
their student teachers, and all participated actively in each day's work.
The project, basically, worked like
this:
The approximate 50 students in
the two sections, meeting together,
were given a 40-item pre-test of the
material to be covered. Each question on the pre-test was checked to
see how many students did not know
the information required by that
question. Subsequent lesson plans
were then strengthened and modified
through the use of this item analysis
procedure.
(One student incorrectly answered 30 of the 40 pre-test questions,
and missed only six of the 40 after
the initial material had been taught.)
After the project had passed the
initial stage, the students were given
a five or six-item test near the end
of a day's teaching to determine their
understanding of the concepts presented on that particular day. The
results of the tests were used as a
basis for assigning the students to a
particular group which met the next
day.
An example: A varying number of
students showed by the test that they
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understood the material just presented. A markedly smaller group obviously did not clearly understand.
These students then were grouped
for re-teaching of the unclear concept.
The other students, showing no
Three new degree programf
deficiencies in the work, used this Eastern Illinois University have i
time to proceed with "'enrichment" approved by the Illinois Board
activities, or high level supplemental Higher Education.
work.
The programs will lead to the
Thus, results of tests were used as lowing degrees: B.S. in lndu
a basis for assigning the students to Technology, B.S. in Home Econ
particular groups where deficiencies ics with a major in dietetics, and B.
were met through special activities.
in Home Economics with a maj~
Fresh concepts then were present- home economics and business.
ed to the entire group, with subseThe programs will be implem
quent reassignments to meet parti- next fall, principally for fres
cular problems.
according to Dr. Hobart Heller, V
Both teachers emphasized that the President for Instruction. Curri
special groups were rarely made up leading to the degrees will be
of the same students; throughout the ministered by the Departmen
period different students had diffi- Home Economics and Industrial
culty with different concepts.
Education.
The theory of multi-level groupDr. Walter A. Klehm, head of
ing is based on a day-by-day need Deparbnent of Industrial Arts Ed
as each concept was presented to cation, said "the need for an ind
each student.
trial technology program is to
As Doughty put it:
the vacuum created by the adv
"The program proved an effective ing of engineering education larg
way of working with youngsters of to a theoretical level."
Dr. Klehm said the curriculudl ·
diversified ability. We found it an
excellent method of individualizing designed to give experience in sol
demonstrated ing problems involving prineiple~
instruction to fit
needs."
. mathematics, science, design,
Specific concepts studied in the struction and production; to pro
project included the shape and size an "intellectual background,'' an
of the earth, direction on the globe provide the student with "mani
and orientation of map and globe, tive experence."
latitude and longitude, earth-sun reIn outlining the need for the n
lationships, and symbols on maps program in home economics,
and globes.
Mary Ruth Swope, department he
Enrichment work included study said, "the application of home
from programmed textbooks on lati- nomics training to the field of bu
tude and longitude, and map study ness is constantly expanding."
skills. Some commercial and teacherMany companies today, Dr. Sw
made materials were also used.
stated, employ home economi~
Doughty and Downs feel the rate perform the role of interpreting!
of improvement in the social studies woman consumer and her needl
unit has been great enough to cer- the company.
tainly warrant continued research in
this type of project.
They believe that this method of while possibilities," especially in
teaching, which is similar to team areas of arithmetic, · science,
teaching, has "demonstrated worth- reading.

New Degree
Programs Cited

Alumni NeYls Notes
1900 -

1909

Mrs. Elsie Woodson Butler, '02, a
lsident of Oak Park, Ill., for 50
fe!l'S, died recently at the age of 84.
ldward Honn, '05, died on June
SO. Mrs. Honn is the former Nelle
Sims, '04. She resides at 9101 Friars
load, f;pace 73, San Diego, Calif.
Lent Hamill (Mrs. Charles H .
IJack), '09, lives at 422 West Second
ll\reet, Route 2, Gratidfield, Okla. A
llndson and granddaughter attend
lllege.
Irene 'J)egenhardt, '09, of Alton
was tally injured in an auto accident
Oct. 26. Miss Degenhardt
letired on July 2 after teaching for
~years in the Alton School District.
Vliver C. Hostetler, '09, still reside at 700 Austin Street, Sparta,
'Wis.

1910 -

1919

Helen Markham (Mrs. Nelson T.
ach), '11, reports the death of her
band on May 19. Mrs. Roach
lives at 254 North Washington,
llandler, Ariz.
Frank A. Lindhorst, '12, of 13251
Del Monte Drive, Apt. 37-G, Seal
llranch, Calif., has been appointed
lart tir{ie program counselor for
leisure 'Norld Community Church.
The lembership of 1,400 represents
17 •ominations.
Irene Couchman (Mrs. Robert G.
luzzard), '16, writes that she hopes
to be on campus in 1966 for her 50th
class ~eunion. Dr. Buzzard, president
lmeritus of Eastern, and Mrs. BuzJ;ard, live at 320 Broadmor Drive,
llmpe, Ariz.
9Myrtle Jane Bolcum (Mrs. Lester
rge Shrader), '16, has lived in
Charles, Ill., since 1939.
Edna Lucile Porch (Mrs. John S.
Brazil), '17, lives at 4630 Grand
Ave., Glendale, Ariz.
S>orothy Fox, '17, resides at 1204

t

l

Jesse H. Hallowell, '50, has been
promoted to central regional manager of U.S. Industrial Chemicals
Co., Division of National Distillers
and Chemical Corporation. He will
be responsible for sales of all U .S .I.
plastics and chemicals in the Central
region. Hallowell lives in Wheaton,
Ill., with his wife and three children.
Maple Ave., Tempe, Ariz.
Dr. David Kime, '12, of Kansas,
ill., died on Nov. 24. Dr. Kime was
president of Westmar College from
1932 to 1956.
John Edgar Harris, '17, lives in
LaSalle, Ill., Box 85.
Grace Emily Long (Mrs. David
B. Flinn), '17, lives at 509 Lecta
Ave., Fort Smith, Ark.
Cora Mabel Lockwood (Mrs. Guy
P. Jensen), '17, has been retired from
teaching since 1948. The family address is 235 N. Lincoln Ave., Carpentersville, Ill.
Mrs. William Mendell (Vivian
Morea Johnson), '17, her husband

and their daughter, Mrs. Gordon
Jensen, and granddaughter, JanMorea, toured southeast Asia and
Japan this summer as participants in
a chartered teachers' tour. During
the tour, they traveled on five different airlines, bus, train, Chinese
junk, rickshaw and bicycle. They also rode elephants and camels. Mrs.
Mendell resumed teaching in 1949
before retiring three years ago. Martin Scharer, who was killed in World
War I, was president of Mrs. Mendell's class at Eastern. The family's
address is 67 South Westmore,
Lombard, Ill.
R. Elizabeth Kerr (Mrs. Henry W.
Frederick), '17, reports she and her
husband have retired but are keeping busy with church work, gardening, Order of Eastern Star activities
and substitute teaching. The address
is 530 Milwaukee St., Lomira, Wis.
Dessie Richey, '17, has been doing
substitute teaching since her retirement in 1961. She lives at 216 South
Park St., Streator, Ill.
Blanche Bower (Mrs. Raymond
Cate), '19, lives at 1515 Argyle
Road, LaSalle, Ill.
Mabel Alice Bryant, '19, died July
31. Miss Bryant last attended a
Homecoming at Eastern in 1962.
Ernest Pricco, '34, Panther football
captain in 1932 and 1933, has a new
address of 3203 Clinton Ave., Berwyn, Ill.

1920 -

1929

Lulu Wickham (Mrs. R. Emmet
McCartan), '20, retired in May after teaching two years in Illinois
and . 27 years in Arizona. Mr. McCartan died in 1964. A son, Major
R. 0. McCartan, is an instructor in
the Air Force Academy. A daughter,
Mrs. V. C. Wiggins, is a teacher in
Phoenix, Ariz. Mrs. McCartan resides at 2255 Ninth St., Douglas
Ariz.
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Mooseheart. Her address is Cha
Apts., Mooseheart.
Mary E. Boyer (Mrs. John J<
fotis), '22, 17339 Via Primero) S
Lorenzo, Calif., reports she is s
teaching mentally retarded pers
but that she expects to retire in J
of 1966.
Mrs. William B. Harvey, '24, n
lives at 515 North Oak St., Wind
after living in Cucamonga, C
for 36 years. She returned to Illin
following the death of her hush
Harold H. Kerr, '24, 10347 C
den Ave., Sun City, Ariz., has
tired as an assistant professor of
gineering drawing with the Univ
sity of Wisconsin, Racine Cen
Wis.
Harry A. Fringer, '24, has ref
after teaching for 42 years. A son,
graduate of the University of Ma'
is an entomologist working for
state of New Jersey. Mr. and M
Fringer live at 289 Allentown Ro
Yardville, N. J.
Ruth Wilson (Mrs.
wards), '26, lives
Court, Streator, Ill.
'27, died in 1960.
Ralph R. Adams, '26, and M
Adams, the former Dolores M. E
ton, '26, have retired and are liv'
at 9902 Desert Hills Drive, Sun Ci
Ariz.
Paul Howard Johnson, '26, reti
from teaching in March and now·
a research assistant in entomolo.
the University of Arizona. His
dress is 2918 N. Dodge Bl
Tucson, Ariz.

1930 -

Nancy Wells, a funior from Macon, was the 1965 Homecoming Queen.
Among highlights of the Homecoming weekend were appearances of the
Serendipity Singers, Woody Herman's band, and reunions of the Class of 1915
and the championship football team of 1948.
Ruby Kellar (Mrs. Thomas W.
Bennett), '21, still does substitute
teaching in Phoenix, Ariz. Her address is 7550 North 16th St., Bldg.
203, Apt. 7, Phoenix.
Mabel S. Green (Mrs. Willard
Kampman), '22, writes that she and
Mr. Kampman have retired to
Rancho Bernardo, a section of San
Diego, Calif.
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Cyril D. Reed, '22, is a substitute
teacher in the Phoenix, Arix., area.
His address is 401 West Caron,
Phoenix. Son Dale works in the research department of Boeing Aircraft in Seattle. Son Dean lives in
Buenos Aires, where he does television and movie work.
Lola E. Howard, '22, is Dean of
Primary and Elementary girls at

1939

William F. Peters, '31, and
Peters, the former Harriett N. D
ing, '34, live at 1803 West Str
Peru, Ill. He is in his 18th yeae
teaching at LaSalle-Peru Twp.
School. A son is a second clas
at the U. S. Naval Academy.
James Russell Peters, '31, is p
cipal of Naylor Junior High Sch
in Tucson, Ariz.
Alden Cutshall, '32, head of
Department of Geography and
fessor of Geography at the Univ
sity of Illinois in Chicago, has si
ed a contract to revise his contri
tions on the Republic of the P ·
pines and major Philippine ci
for the new edition of Collier's En
clopedia. Dr. Cutshall has been b

Scholar and Fulbright
the Republic of the
pines.

r1iezma

Grace Quicksall (Mrs.
P. Mueller), '34, lives at 45 N.
,Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. Mr. Mueldied in 1963.
Waliam Stanley Claybaugh, '34,
Mrs. Claybaugh, the former
res Wilson, '35, live at 1204
een St., West Bend, Wis.
augh has completed 20 years
Culligan operator, and is active
lotary and other civic affairs.
lyn B. Clapp, '35, received an
. degre from Rhode Island Col1964. He and Mrs. Clapp,
former Florence Cottingham, '37,
t six weeks in Lucknow, India,
· summer where Dr. Clapp taught
'stry in a summer institute sponby the Indian government and
AID. Their addre~ is 125 CongSt., Providence, R. I.
John W. Ritchie, '36, reports that
son, Sam, graduated from Eastern
the end of the winter quarter. A
ghter, Sue, is a freshman at Iowa
te lTniversity. Mrs. Ritchie is the
er Geneva Tharp, '37.
Harry D. Lovelass, '36, has been
or of University High School,
· ois State University, since 1949.
rs. J,.ovelass, the former Mescal
kins, '34, teaches English at
'ddix Junior High School, Noral. Son Steve is a freshman at
dley University and son Tom is
freShman at University High
ool.
Otho J. Quick, '36, is a professor
ustry and technology at NorthIllinois University. His address
329 North First St., DeKalb.
llizabeth V albert (Mrs. Earl Ike. e), '37, received the M. A. dein sociology in June from Tulsa
versity. She has taught in Tulsa
five years. The address is 4501
. llnestown, Tulsa, Okla.
Roy Ne"/son Van Note, '39, is pror and Director of Libraries, Wissin State University, LaCrosse,
is. His address is 2115 Pine St.,
ross, Wis.
Dale Smith, '39, Kaneland High
ool principal, "is coming along
ly after suffering a heart attack
summer," according to a newsper column. Smith's address is
16 Ash Street, St. Charles.

1940 -

1949

W. P. McElroy, '41, is principal of
Geneva High School. Mrs. McElroy,
the former Yvonne Woody, ex-'38,
teaches fourth grade. The address is
425 Willow Lane, Geneva, Ill.
Keith P. Alexander, '42, is controller of Seamprufe, Inc. Mrs. Alexander is the former Ruth Weidner,
'41. A daughter, Sue, is a senior at
Eastern. The address is 1501 E.
Miami St., McAlester, Okla.
Mary Frances Gaumer (Mrs. Roy
H. Fogel), '42, writes that the family has spent the last two summers
touring in the South Pacific. The
family lives at 460 Summit Drive,
Pinole, Calif.
Constance Yvonne Bell (Mrs.
John H. McCarthy, Jr.), '44, writes
that her new address is 5249 Rolling
Road, Springfield, Va. McCarthy,
ex-'41, is the judge advocate of the
Air Force, stationed in the Pentagon.
Ralph Irvin, '47, no longer coaches
and teaches physical education. He
is a full time counselor in Beloit. The
address is 1732 Oakwood, Beloit,
Wis.
Raymond E. Metter, '48, writes
that the Jersey Production Research
Co. in Tulsa has merged with the
Research Center of Humble Oil and
Refining Co., and all Tulsa personnel have been transferred to Houston. Metter's work remains essentially the same and it has taken him to
France and Libya. Mrs. Metter is the
former L. Elaine Hansen, ex-'46. The
Metters live at 13323 Indian Creek
Drive, Houston, Tex.
John Tolch, '49, is Chairman of
Undergraduate Advising in the College of Letters and Science, University of Wisconsin. Tolch is also Chairman of the Theatre Division of the
Speech Department.
Lloyd H. Steen, '49, and Mrs.
Steen, the former Betty J. Miller,
'49, became parents of their sixth
daughter, Gretchen Yolonne, on
Sept. 15. The Steens live at 57 Addie
Lane, Whippany, N. J.
Dr. John W. Pankey, '49, staff assistant to the manager of the Midland Division Analytical Laboratories of the Dow Chemical Company,
has been promoted to section leader
in charge of the Spectroscopy Service Laboratory. Dr. Pankey joined
Dow in 1957.

1950 -

1959

James M. Rominger, '50, has been
appointed curator of the Deaver
Herbarium at Northern Arizona University. The family lives at 1526 N.
Navajo Drive, Flagstaff, Ariz.
Helen M. Penn Coslow, '51, writes
that she and her husband became
parents of their first child on May
9. The child was named Annette
Marie. The family resides in Lovington.
Chenault Kelly, '25, was a special
lecturer at the NDEA English Institute at Fresno State College in August. Dr. Kelly is a member of the
English Department faculty at Eastern.
Dorothy L. Groves: '52, of 207
South Meade Street, Appleton, Wis.,
reports she is busy helping plan a
central food service building to open
in the fall term of 1967. She spent
the summer directing a YWCA camp
near Columbia City, Ind.
James G. Kehias, '52, has been
named manager of Employee and
Community Relations for the GE
Switchgear, Burlington, Ia., plant.
Kehias has the responsibility of
staffing the enlarged plant expansion
project recently announced by the
company. Kehias is a major in the
U. S. Army Reserve.
Norma Metter Crewe, '52, writes
that she, her husband Geoff, ex-'54,
and children Nancy and Geoffy live
at 3801 Arbor Lawn Drive, Fort
Worth, Tex. Crewe has accepted a
position with Alcon Universal Ltd..
and is the firm's area manager for
the Far East and Canada.
David D. Cohrs, '53, has been
teaching at Mooseheart for 10 years.
The family plans to move to a new
home at 871 Sheldon Ave., Aurora,
Ill. Mrs. Cohrs is the former Lois J.
Harder, ex-'54.
Karen Jo Moore Husmann, '53, is
the speech therapist for Bond County
Community Unit No. 2, Greenville,
Ill.
Dr. Vito N. Vitulli, '53, of 1100
Fairview, South Milwaukee, Wis.,
is practicing obstetrics and gynecology.
Anna Lee Collins, '53, received
her M.S. in Physical Education at
the University of Colorado in June.
She is a physical education instructor at the Kankakee (Ill.) Senior High
School.
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family lives at 45 South Lake Drivl
Red Bank, N. J.

Larry G. Heien, '59, and Mrs,
Heien, the former Nancy Mansf~
'60, became parents of a son, Jeffr_i
Lawrence, on June 16. Heien is doing advanced graduate work in
Slavic languages and literature at
Indiana University. He is a teacl
associate in the Slavic Langu
Department. The address is
Evermann Apts., Bloomington, Ind.

1960 -

1965

Sandra Paul (Mrs. Kenneth Celi.
ler), '60, teaches shorthand and tyt
ing at Weatherford College, Weatl
erford, Tex. A daughter, Gigi, was
11 months old in November.
Billy Dean Goodman, '61, worl
in the Actuary Deparbnent for Statd
Farm Insurance, Bloomington, In<L
Mrs. Goodman is the former \ uwq
K. Schwartz, ex-'58.
Emery Kirby, Jr., '61, teacl4
eighth grade general science in
Monticello. A son was born last
year to Mr. and Mrs. Kirby.
Victor Neil Kingery, '61, receMI
a Ph.D. with a major in physi~ in
August from the University of Mis-t
sissippi.
Eastern this year is continuing its tradition of bringing fine entertainment
to the campus and to the public through the Artists Series Board. Shown
here is Norman Luboff, who directed the Norman Luboff Choir during its
performance in Lantz Gym.
Jesse A. Orvedahl, '55, reports a
change of address to 60 Moore Ave.,
Waldwick, N. J.
Harold Eugene Krainock, '55,
notes a change of address to 9 Maywood Drive, Danville, Ill.
Albert B. Huffman, '55, is assistant principal of a school in Barrington and is completing an M.S. degree
at Northern Illinois University.
Rudy Gonzales, '55, is principal
at Tuba City Junior High School,
Tuba City, Ariz.
William N. Hatfield, '56, has received the Ph.D. from Ohio State
University.
Darrell L. Judge, '56, has been awarded the Ph.D. in physics by the
University of Southern California
Graduate School. Dr. Judge, a naPAGE EIGHTEEN

tive of Albion, Ill., lives at 7114
Kentwood Ave., Los Angeles.

George L. Underwood, '57, reports a daughter born on Nov. 16.
Rebecca Jean is the Underwoods'
first child. The family lives at 603
Birch St., Baraboo, Wis.

Russell Lundstrom, '57, received
an M .S. degree at Northern Illinois
University in August. He is in his
ninth year at Downers Grove, this
year transferring to the new Downers
Grove South High School. He is
head of the mathematics deparbnent.
Mrs. Lundstrom is the former Donna
Richison, '55.

Sandra Ammann (Mrs. Richard L.
Travas) , '58, reports the birth of a
son, John Barclay, on Sept. 30. The

Ronald Campbell, '61, has mov•
from Homer to Tolono.
Victor N. Kingery, '61, is a p~
fessor of physics at Tennessee Vall
Technical Junior College at Deca~
Ala. Mrs. Kin8ery is the forml
Barbara J. Royal, ex-'59.
Ron Leibig, '62, was married on
July 3 to Linda Shook at Tu
Okla. Leibig is employed with the
Phillips Petroleum Co., and atten
Tulsa University.
Joyce Elayne Wold, '63, was mar,
ried to Terry L. Norton on Au
21. Mrs. Norton teaches physical ed1
ucation at Grayslake High Schotl
The new address is Box 12, Cr.11·
lake, Ill.
·
Bart Zeller, '63, and Barbara Sc
warz Zeller, '64, announce the b.
of their first child. Katherine L
Zeller was born on May 24. Ze
is the graduate assistant in the Co
seling Center at Eastern. This p
summer he played with the Jack

Swis Baseball Club of the lnter'onal AAA League. Jacksonville
a St. Louis Cardinals' farm club.

Number Of Grads
Placed Increases

David Painter, '63, was married
July 24 to Patricia Kuritz. The
ess is 9001 Lebanon Rd., Apt.
7B, East St. Louis, Ill.

l

ry Nancy Cerf" (Mrs. Jim H.
ah), '63, reports she was exg her first child in November.

Phyllis Ann Bierman, '63, toured
12 ~witries in Europe during the
IUllllller. She lives at 518 East Van
'8ren, Ottawa.

Allan H. Keith, Jr., '63, is a rellJlrter for the Journal-Gazette in
•ttoon.
Steve Warble, '64, writes he plan-

ned to marry an Eastern student,
laren Stojan, on Dec. 18. Warble's
Wdress is 319 Sharon Drive, Dun-

dee,

m.

Lt. Edward C. Jurkoshek, '64, has

been awarded his silver wings upon

E

uation from the U. S. Air Force
gator training at James Connally
B, Texas.

lllsemary Judith Grant, '64, became the wife of William Grant
maker, of Phoenix, Ariz., on
lay 15. Shoemaker is in the Navy,
~oned on the USS McCaffery, a
oyer in the Atlantic. Mrs. Shoe91aker is working on her master's
legree in speech correction at Southern lliinois University. Her address
is 503 Orchard Drive, Carbondale,

c
Larry Miller, top photo, is the only
returning regular from last years Interstate Conference basketball champions. A regular starter this year is
Don Templeman, lower picture.

m.

John E. Ramirez, '64, teaches
tanish at Niles North High School
in Skokie, ill. Mrs. Ramirez, the former Edith Bratton, '64, teaches in
9entersville, Ill. The address is
•Ryan Lane, Dundee, Ill.
Robert L. Hilligoss, '64, and Mrs.
lllligoss, the former Donna S. Barr,
l-'63, report the birth of a son on
Sept. 1. The address is Divernon.

I

Peggy D. Foster, '64, recently was
larried to Robert L. Allen. The address is 412 Cedar, Lake-ln-TheBills, lllgonquin.
Larry D. Lobb, '65, teaches
llthematics at Hoopeston ( Ill. )
lligh School.
Robert C. Wertz, '65, reports the
birth of a daughter, Wendy Irene,

on Sept. 5. Wendy was born in Lake
Forest, Ill., and at the age of three
weeks travele:l 2,000 miles to
Phoenix. Ariz. Wertz has accepted
employment with the Goodyear Tire
and Rubber Company. The Wertz
address is 3645 W. Maricopa, Apt.
142A, Phoeniz, Ariz.
W i!liam J. Brush,
Witt, Ill., Box 183.

'65,

lives

in

Joyce Elaine Sturm, '65, became
Mrs. Ronald D . McCullough on June
19. The address is 431 East Ash
Street, Watseka. Mrs. McCullough
teaches English at Donovan Junior
High School.
Nikki Barker, '65, is teaching in
Decatur and notes a change of address to 870 West Elm Street, Decatur.

The 409 Bachelor of Science in
Education degree candidates at
Eastern Illinois University placed in
teaching positions in l 965 reflect an
increase of 23 per cent (77) over
the 1964 graduates.
Seventy-four per cent of the 555
graduates were placed in teaching
positions. Out-of-state placements attracted 43 graduates. The master's
degree was granted to 105 candidates.
There were 133 elementary education majors, followed by business,
54; English, 45; men's physical education, 44; and mathematics, 43.
Teachers accepting positions on the
elementary level numbered 154.
There were 159 who reported positions on the high school level. Two
graduates are teaching on the college level, 71 in junior high schools,
and 23 are teaching grades one
through 12 units in music, speech
correction, etc.
Graduate school attracted an increased number of the 1965 class-76
or almost l 4 per cent.
Jay Knott, Director of Placement,
said:
"It is significant to note that of
the 37 history majors, 10 of the 22
teaching are not teaching in their
major field. Also, of the 44 men's
P .E. majors, 17 of the 31 teaching
are teaching both in their major field
and another subject."
Salaries increased as expected to
an average of $5,129, an increase of
$128 over last year. Since the state
minimum for 1966-67 will be $5,000,
Knott anticipates an even greater
jump in the average salaries for the
1966 graduates.
The demand for teachers in Illinois remained steady with more than
7,000 vacancies reported to Eastern's
placement office. Here is the request
breakdown:
High school, 2,882; junior high
school, 872; elementary, 2,440; unit,
166; and special education and miscellaneous, 664.
Thirty-five per cent of the Illinois
placements were in the following six
counties:
Cook, 33; Macon, 23; Coles, 22;
Christian, 18; and Vermilion and
Shelby, 14.
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There's something for everj
one in entertainment at Easter
On the same night, Satchntl
(Hello Dolly) Armstrong and

the

American Woodwind Quint•
appeared on the campus. The
Student Senate sponsored Arnt
strong. The Quintet was brou
to Eastern by the Artists Seri
Board.
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